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U, Statistical adiabatic channel model/classical trajectory (SACM/CT) calculations have been performed for

(D ". transitional mode dynamics in the simple bond fission reactions of C6H-6' - C6H 5' + H and n-C 6 H5 C 4H9+

C " -' C 7 H71 + n-C 3H 7. Reduced-dimensionality model potentials have been designed that take advantage of ab
0.t - = initio results as far as available. Average anisotropy amplitudes of the potentials were fitted by comparison

.- 0 _C of calculated specific rate constants k(E.J) with measured values. The kinetic shifts of the calculated k(E)
Z3 __J curves and the corresponding bond energies Eo(J=O), derived as 3.90 ± 0.05 eV for C6 H6+ and 1.78 ± 0.05

Z1- eV for n-C 6H5 C4H9+, were in good agreement with literature values from thermochemical studies. Kinetic
o :0 : shifts from fixed tight activated complex Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) theory, which also

-4--Z

"0.0 reproduces the measured k(E), were larger than the present SACM/CT results as well as earlier results from
S• > - variational transition state theory (for CrH 6 +). The approach using RRKM theory was found to underestimate

"c E0(J=0) by about 0.2-0.3 eV. A simplified SACM/CT-based method is also proposed which circumvents
the trajectory calculations and allows derivation of E 0(J=0) on the basis of measured k(E) and which provides
similar accuracy as the full SACM/CT treatment.

ES

1. Introduction article addresses this issue by analyzing in detail two representa-

Measurements of specific rate constants k(E) for bond fission tive simple bond fission reactions, namely

processes provide an important access to bond dissociation
energies, E0, of the fragmenting species and, hence, to their CAH6  C6H5+ + H (1)
thermochemical data. There is no problem when k(E0) is
sufficiently large such that the threshold for fragment appearance and
can be measured directly. The situation changes when the k(E) +
at threshold becomes too small to be measured by the available n-C6H5 C 4H9+ C 7H 7 + n-C 3H7  (2)
technique and when k(E) has to be extrapolated from energies
much above E0 in order to locate E0. The determination of E0  where C 7H7+ corresponds to benzylium cations.
from k(E), that is, the identification of the magnitude of the The transitional mode dynamics are calculated by the
kinetic shifts of k(E) along the energy axis with respect to E0, statistical adiabatic channel model employing classical trajectory
becomes more difficult the larger the dissociating molecule. In calculations (SACM/CT),3 specifically the version adapted to
this case, suitable models for k(E) have to be designed which ion-molecule reactions.4 This treatment uses reduced-dimen-
allow for the extrapolation to E0. Often fixed-tight-activated sionality potential energy surfaces for the transitional modes,
complex Rice-Ramsperger-Kassel-Marcus (RRKM) theory either from ab initio calculations or from model designs. The
is being used for this type of extrapolation; see, for example, transitional mode dynamics is determined by classical trajec-
ref 1. It has been shown, however, that approaches considering tories while the dynamics of the conserved modes are treated
flexible transition states such as variational transition state theory by SACM calculations that are adiabatic and quantized. The
(VTST) provide considerably different kinetic shifts; see, for SACM/CT approach was shown to relate dynamical quantities
example, the VTST modeling of the simple bond cleavage of interest such as k(EJ), thermally averaged rate constants
C6H6+'- C 6H5+ + H in ref 2. The difference in extrapolated k_(T), and product energy distributions P(EJ) to the potential
E0 values from RRKM and VTST modeling was as large as 22 energy surface in a consistent way (see, e.g., refs 3-5). In the
kJ mol1- (0.23 eV) for this reaction, indicating that considerable present article, we apply the full SACM/CT approach to
uncertainties in the deduced thermochemical values remained, reactions I and 2. However, we also test simplifications which
It, therefore, appears important to carefully inspect the model avoid the tedious trajectory calculations and therefore provide
dependence of kinetic shifts in mass spectrometry. The present an alternative to RRKM theory that requires the same level of

effort.
Part of the special issue "William Hase Festschrift". We have chosen reactions 1 and 2 as examples since previous
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been determined over the range of 103-106 s-1 by Dunbar,
Klippenstein, Neusser, Schlag, and their co-workers; see refs 2 0.2- vs,(r)
and 6-9. VTST calculations on a simplified short-range Morse/
long-range electrostatic model potential were performed by 0.0-
Klippenstein, Faulk, and Dunbar in ref 2 while more detailed • V VV)
ab initio calculations of the potential by Klippenstein became -0.2-

available later. 10 Our SACM/CT treatment takes advantage of 9
the ab initio calculations from ref 10 which provide an example
for a reaction path potential that has an abrupt change between
electronic states. Reaction 1 is also an example for a system -0.6.
with a very small polarizability of the neutral fragment (H) and
hence a weak long-range electrostatic potential. Specific rate -0.8. C6H6 ÷ - C6Hs + H

constants k(E) for the dissociation of n-butylbenzene cations
have been measured by Baer, Kim, and their co-workers in refs -1.0.
11 and 12 over the range 2 x 105 to 2 x 109 s-1. Some ab
initio calculations of the potential were also performed by 4

Muntean and Armentrout in ref 13 and used to fix a transition r/A

state for RRKM calculations of k(E). At the same time, threshold Figure 1. Minimum energy path (MEP) potential V(r) for the
collision-induced dissociation (TCID) measurements were per- dissociation C61 6' - C61 51 + H (ab initio results for V(r) from ref
formed in ref 13 and related to k(E) data. Reaction 2 is an 10, modeled short-range and long-range potentials VSR(r) and VLR(r)formd i re 13 nd elaed o k() dta.Reacion2 i an from eqs 3-5 of this work).

example of a system with a much larger polarizability of the

neutral fragment (C3H7) and hence a stronger long-range 2.1. Potential for C 6 H 6 + - C6H5+ + H. We construct a
electrostatic potential. It appears of interest to compare the MEP potential V(r) for this reaction similar to Klippenstein's
kinetic shifts derived by the present technique with those calculations at the CASPT2 level1 ° which shows a Renner-
obtained in ref 13, as the TCID studies of Armentrout and co- Teller type avoided curve-crossing between a ground 2B 1 and
workers (see refs 13-16 and earlier work cited therein) are an excited 2A1 state of C 6H 6+. Figure 1 shows our modeling of
intended to improve the accuracy of thermochemical data. the corresponding V(r). We represent the 2B 1 potential inside

the curve-crossing by a short-range potential J/SR(r) and the 2A1
2. Potential Energy Surfaces potential outside the crossing by a long-range potential VIAR(r).

Our SACM/CT method approximates that part of the poten- VSR(r) is approximated by a Morse potential

tial, which corresponds to conserved modes, by the potential
of separated fragments. This approximation could be improved VR(r) = AEsT + (D + AEsT){exp[-2/3(r - re)] -
as indicated in the original version of the SACM, 17 but this 2 exp[-P(r - re)]} (3)
would result only in minor changes. Our attention instead
focuses on the part of the potential corresponding to transitional where D corresponds to the dissociation energy of C6H6+, and
modes for which reactant modes turn into external rotations of AEsTr is the singlet-triplet splitting of C6H5+, that is, the energy
the separated fragments. The reduced-dimensionality dynamics difference between the 2Al and 2B 1 states of C 6H 6+ at infinite
of the transitional modes is treated explicitly by classical r. The Morse parameter #3 from ref 10 follows as /3 = 1.767
trajectory calculations. In the following, the potential of the A- 1, while re = 2.48 A represents the sum of a C-C and a
transitional modes is represented by a minimum energy path C-H distance of 1.4 and 1.08 A, respectively. AEsT is taken
(MEP) potential V(r) as a function of the center-of-mass distance as 0.98 eV from ref 10 while D = 3.90 eV is our final fitted
r between the fragments. In addition, the anisotropy, V(rangles), result; see below. vLR(r) is approximated by a modified ion-
is of importance since it is responsible for the "rigidity" or induced dipole potential of the form
"tightness" of the transition state(s). At first, the anisotropy is
neglected which provides rate parameters in the limit of phase LR(r) = -(ctq 2 /2)1[(r - ArB)4 + aq2/2D] (4)
space theory (PST). Since the complete MEP potential is
considered and not exclusively the long-range potential, our PST with the elementary charge q, the polarizability tx = 0.667 A3

differs from orbiting transition state theory (OTST).1,"8,19 The of H atoms, and ArB = 1.29 A. The latter value has been chosen
potential models of the present work are described individually such that VsR(r) and VLR(r) intersect at the distance rsw = 3.65
for the C6H6+ and C 10HJ4+ systems below. It should be noted A (corresponding to a C-H distance of 2.25 A such as
that the zero point of the energy scale is set to the vibrational determined in ref 10) and a crossing at an energy of -hc 1200
zero-point level of the separated dissociation products. All cm-1Y0 The MEP radial potential V(r) then follows as
calculated quantities are represented at the same energy scale,
except the specific rate constants for which the zero point of 2V(r) = VSR(r) + ,lR(r) - IVS'kr) - VLR(r)I (5)
the energy scale is placed at the vibrational zero-point level of which gives -V(r)/hc cm- 16 600, 1200, 813, 531, 319,
the dissociating reactants.It should be emphasized that in the present article we focus 135, and 57 for C-H distances of 1.6, 2.25, 2.5, 2.8, 3.2, 4,attention on simple bond fission processes only. We do not treat and 5 A, respectively, while the ab initio values from ref 10proentsionvonsimpleviond fight-tio ocopesesonly. These do treati were -V(r)/hc cm-1 = 18 000, 1200, 830, 600, 350, 130, andprocesses involving tight-activated complexes. These reactions 50, respectively.
can be characterized by conventional fixed-activated complex Some information on the anisotropy of the potential was also
RRKM theory such as demonstrated for the channel obtained in ref 10 by calculating in-plane and out-of-plane force

n-C 6HsC 4H9+ - C7H8+ + C3H6  (2a) constants as a function of r. As we need a complete reduced-
dimensionality potential, we assume an anisotropy model similar

in ref 13. to that used in earlier SACM/CT studies (see ref 4 and earlier
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references therein) and leave the anisotropy amplitude as a fit
parameter. The value needed to fit the experimental k(E) is then 0.0. V SR

compared with the corresponding average value from the ab
initio force constants. Our anisotropy model was chosen as -0.2.

2V(r,O) = VSg(r) + VLR(r) - {[vSR(r)- _vLR(r)]2 + V(r)

4U2(0)}" 2 + C(1 - cos 0) exp[-/3(r - re)] (6) • -04 -VV(r)

with -0.6-

U(O) = u sin2 0 exp[-fl(r - rsw)] (7) -0.6 C0H1 4 *CH 7 +C3H7

In contrast to V(r), the anisotropy of our model does not show
abrupt changes near to the crossing of the two potentials which
is in agreement with the force constant calculations from ref 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0

10. We estimated uihc to be of the order of 1200 cm-1; however, rA
this choice is only of minor significance. On the other hand, Figure 2. MEP potential V(r) for the dissociation n-CloH 14+ - C 7H7+

the anisotropy amplitude C is of crucial importance since it + n-C3H7 (modeling results from eqs 8-12 of this work with parameter
governs the difference between k(E) and k(E) from PST, denoted set corresponding to Pl = 5.25 A-; see text. V551,i(r) = anisotropy

by kPST(E). The ratio of CID and the bond energy D, therefore, amplitude from eq 13).

are the key parameters of the system which had to be fitted by
comparing calculated and measured k(E) values.

2.2. Potential for n-CloHl 4+ - C7H 7+ + C3H7. In contrast 0.0 SR(r)

to the potential used for C6H6+dissociation, we assume that the
potential of reaction 2 does not involve curve-crossing, is much -0.2
smoother, and is similar to the potential models used in ref 4.
Here we assume that the MEP radial potential can be represented -0.4
by 4

V(r) = O/R ()[I - KFJj + VL-R(r)F (8) -0.6- VM(r)

with a switching function

F = 1/{1 + exp[-2f3(r - rsw)]} (9) C°H 4"*CH*+CH 7

a short-range Morse potential I- .I. oI..
5.0 5.5 6.0 6.5 7.0 7.5 8.0 8.5 9.0 9.5 10,0

ORg(r) = DI exp[-2fi~ e]-2e(r - r. - el 1)rA
{xp)] - 2 exp[-/(r - r)] (10) Figure 3. Same as Figure 2, with parameter set corresponding toI3

and a modified long-range ion-induced dipole potential 1.71 A- and ab initio points (0) from ref 13.

2/2 V(r,angles) = V(r) + C exp[-fi(r - r,)]{[2 + dId 2 -
(-4)q/2 / (11) 3(dn)(d2 n)]/4} (13)vRr-- (r - Arl3)4 + ciq2/2D

where d1 and d 2 are the unit vectors along the axis of the

where Arj3 = re - rBe, and rB, is the equilibrium length of the fragment rotors, n is the unit vector in the direction of the line
dissociating bond. To obtain a smooth transition between VSR(r) connecting the center-of-masses (coins) of the fragments, and

and VLg(r), the parameter K is modified in comparison to ref4 C is an effective anisotropy amplitude factor. The r-dependent

by employing anisotropy amplitude Vaniso(r) C exp[-13(r - re)] is included
in Figures 2 and 3 (with CID = 20) for illustration.

zKq2 (12) 3. SACM/CT Calculations of Specific Rate ConstantsS=1 2D(rsw _ ArB)4kEJ
k(E,J)

We have done alternative calculations with stronger or weaker The SACM/CT approach explicitly treats the transitional
short-range and long-range contributions (83 = 5.25 A-', re = mode dynamics by classical trajectories on the reduced-
5.27 A, rsw = 5.72 A, rBe = 2.84 A, D/hc = 12 990 cm-I, z = dimensionality potential energy surfaces described in section
3; f3 = 3.68 A-,, rsw = 5.98 A; pl = 1.71 A-', rsw = 6.07 A, 2. This treatment appears particularly necessary because the
ri, = 1.52 A changed from the first two potentials, D/hc = dynamics is rovibrationally nonadiabatic. This conclusion fol-
14 440 cm- 1 , z = 0.25; ca (C 3H7) = 5.8 A3, ref 12). Figure 2 lows from an inspection of the Massey parameter ý which
shows the first MEP potential while the third MEP potential in corresponds to the ratio between the collision time in the radial
Figure 3 reproduces the ab initio points from ref 13. The same potential V(r) and the period of motion of the transitional modes.
rates were calculated with both potential models within error. The Massey parameter for a valence Morse-type potential 4,20 is

It is shown below that the differences between the MEP ý = (2uB)"2 /h/3. For C6H6+ one finds • 0.05 and for C10 H14+

potentials V(r) are only of small importance while the magnitude a range is found, depending on the chosen potential model z
of the anisotropy of the potential has a marked influence on 0.1 -0.4. Clearly the condition for adiabatic dynamics, » >> 1,
the rate. Like in ref 4, we model it by dipole-dipole anisotropy is not fulfilled.
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Figure 4. Capture probabilities in phase space theory wPST(EJ) for Figure 5. Capture probabilities w(E, for C6H6+ - C6H5+ + H V
C6H6+ - C6H5' + H (trajectory results for J = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, values as in Figure 4 but curves wit f CID C0+H
60, 70, 80, 90, 100 from top to bottom, anisotropy ratio CID = 0).

Our calculations follow the approach of trajectories of
separated fragments starting from large values of r, where the CH6 - CH, +H
result is either capture or failure to reach the strongly bound SACM/CT
part of the potential. The total number of quantum states of a
collision pair with given energy E and total angular momentum
(quantum number .J) is denoted by Wo(E1). The capture 0.1.
probability w(E,J) indicates the fraction of Wo(E,J) that reaches U
the strongly bound range of the potential. W(EJ) = w(EJ)Wo- M

(E,J) then corresponds to the "number of activated complex
states" of the transitional modes, if the language of TST or
RRKM theory is chosen. W(EJ) finally is convoluted with the J= 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50
contribution of the conserved modes to give the total number
Wt1 t(E,J) which enters the well-known expression k(E,J) = Wtot-
(E,J)/hp(E,J) from statistical unimolecular rate theory.' The 0.01 ...
Appendix includes all required details for the calculation such 1 0 100 1000 1000

as rotational constants and vibrational frequencies of the Ehc cm'"

reactants and dissociation products. We repeat that all quantities Figure 6. Specific ridigity factors ffgid(E,J) = w(E,J)/w1ST (E,) for

are represented in our work with a zero point of the energy C6H 6+ - C6H5+ + H (results for J= 0-50 with symbols as in Figures

scale located at the vibrational zero-point level of the separated 4 and 5; lines are for CID = 20 and points denote 2frjgid(EJ) for CID
= 40, except 2"/2 f(E,J=O) for J = 0 and CID =40).

dissociation products except k(E,J) for which the zero of the

energy scale is placed at the vibrational zero-point level of the
dissociating reactant. W(E,J), w(E,J), and frigid(EAJ) become smaller as the anisot-

3.1. Results for C6H 6+ - C6H 5+ + H. If there were no ropy of the potential increases, that is, as the parameter CID in

anisotropy of the potential and no centrifugal barriers, W(E,J) the potential from section 2 increases. There is a simple scaling
would be given by Wo(EJ) such as calculated, for example, in of frigid(E,J) such as demonstrated in Figure 6; the lines
refs 18-23. Introducing the centrifugal barriers Eo(J) of the correspond to CID = 20 while the points are given by 2figid-

potential but still neglecting the anisotropy, one obtains capture (EAJ) for CID = 40 (except for the curve with J = 0 for which
probabilities in PST denoted by wPST(E,J) such as illustrated in 21/2frigid(E,J=0) is plotted). Therefore it is easy to fit the final
Figure 4 for the C6H6' system. Allowing also for the anisotropy k(EJ) values to the experiments by varying CID. Figure 7 shows
of the potential, one has the final capture probability w(E,J) the results. For CID = 36, excellent agreement between the
shown in Figure 5. Details of our CT calculations were described present calculations and the data from refs 2 and 6-9 is obtained
in refs 3 and 4 and are not repeated here. One should note, when the energy, E, in the experiments is taken as the sum of
however, that the number of trajectories was large enough to the photon and total thermal internal energy Of C6H6+. Figure
remove any statistical scatter in the results. The effects of the 7 includes k(E) from PST, that is, calculations with V(r) from
anisotropy are most easily seen by considering the rigidity section 2.1 with CID = 0. One realizes thaticigad(Ei is as small
factorsfigid(E ,J) = w(EJ)/wPST(E ,J) shown in Figure 6. At small sect --2. w ich C/D c o ne to the tminimum of as suale
values of E and .1, the comparably weak anisotropy of the long- as 10-2, which also corresponds to the minimum of the curves
range potential produces larger values Of frigid(E,J). The final in Figure 6 at CID = 40. The second fit parameter in our

rise at large E values is a consequence of the unusual potential approach is the bond energy Eo(J=0), which in Figure 7 was

of this system and may be an artifact of our model potential. It chosen as 3.90 eV. The bond energy corresponds to the
appears worth mentioning that the curves offigid(E,J) more or horizontal positioning of the k(EJ) curve, and CID corresponds
less collapse into one curve when they are plotted as a function to the vertical positioning. We discuss the corresponding kinetic
of E - Eo(J). The corresponding expressions forfiigid(E,J) and shift in section 4. It appears worth mentioning that the ab initio
Eo(.J) are given in the Appendix. force constants calculated in ref 2 correspond to CID = 84 for
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Figure 7. Experimental and modeled specific rate constants k(E) for Figure 9. k(E,J) for C6H 6+ - C 6H51-5 + H (results for total internal
C 6H 6+ - C6H5+ + H (experimental results from ref 2 (0) and ref 8 energy of 5.3 eV, experimental results (0) from ref 8: full line, SACM/
(0), T = 375 K, full line = SACM/CT modeling with CID = 36 and CT calculations from this work; dashed line, phase space theory, see
E0(J=0) = 3.90 eV from this work, dashed line = phase space theory; text).
see text).

1.0I I

10 " CoH4 ,-- C,7lt,7 + C3H

CA'6+ C6H5+ + H SACMICT - PST ,
10r. f (linear rotor fragments) 20

40
0.6- 80

10, 1-40•,".-.--"• kE)> 0 220

10 0300
20 0.4- 0

30.

10' 0.0 "
60 0.0 202 0.4 ' 06 0.8 1.0

4.4 4.6 4.8 5.0 5.2 54 5.6 (1-Eo(J)E)2

E/eV
Figure 8. k(EJ) for C 6H 6+ - C 6H511+ + H (dashed lines, SACM/CT Figure 10. Capture probabilities in phase space theory wPST(E,J) for
calculations forJ = 0, 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, 60, 70, 80, 90, 100 from top CtoH]4+ - C 7H717+ + C3H7 (trajectory calculations treating the products
to bottom; full line, thermally averaged k(E) for 375 K, see Figure 7; as linear rotors; Eo(J) for model potential with fP = 5.25 A-', see
upper curves, phase space theory; lower curves, anisotropic potential Appendix; J = 0, 20, 40, 80, 140, 220, 300, 400 from top to bottom).
with CID = 36, see text). bond energy Eo(J=O) and the anisotropy parameter CID have

in-plane and to CID = 25 for out-of-plane bending motions such been used as fit parameters. In section 4 we compare the kinetic
that the average corresponds well to our fitted value of CID shifts from our approach with the shifts from other approaches
36. in order to demonstrate the dependence of the shifts on which

For the C6H6+ system, an important consistency check can model is used.
be made by comparing modeled and experimental rotational 3.2. Results for C10H14+. In this section, we compare our
dependencies of k(EJ). Figure 8 shows our modeled k(E,J) results for CIoH 14+ with those for C6H6+, to demonstrate major
together with the thermally rotationally averaged (k(EJ))375K system-specific differences. Remember that the potential for
for the conditions of the experiments from ref 8. One should C6H6+ incorporates a curve-crossing while that for C10H]4+ is
note that our representations always employ E as the total smoother. In addition, one fragment is an atom in C6H6+ while
internal energy. One notices that k(EJ) in this system gradually both fragments are polyatomic in C1oHl4+. The latter property
decreases with increasing J. Figure 9 plots k(J) at a fixed energy first affects Wo(E,J) (see Appendix) and then wPST(E,J). It was
of 5.3 eV and demonstrates that our modeled J dependence shown in ref 4 that the influence of the centrifugal barriers E0(J)
agrees very well with the experimental results from ref 8. There on wPSTV(EA) can be well accounted for by representations of
is a small vertical shift which is due to a small experimental wPST(EAJ) as a function of 1 - Eo(J)/E. However, the appropriate
inconsistency between the data from Figures 7 and 9 (the form depends on the character of the fragments. Treating the
experiments are from ref 8 at 5.3 eV; the SACM/CT curve is two fragments in the C10H14+ dissociation (2) as two linear
optimized to experiments between about 4.5 and 5.5 eV from species, one finds that wPST(EJ) is a linear function of [I -
refs 2 and 8). This could be removed by slightly decreasing Eo(J)/E]2 such as shown in Figure 10. When two spherical tops
C/D, but this would deteriorate the agreement in Figure 7. are assumed, wPST (EA) is found to be a linear function of [1 -

The results from our SACM/CT calculations demonstrate that Eo(J)/E]3; see Figure 11. There is a minor spread in the curves
both the experimental E and J dependencies of k(EJ) can very which in part is due to the fact that the approximation J t L is
well be modeled for the C6H6+ system. In our approach, the not exactly valid (L corresponds to orbital, J to total angular
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Figure 12. Capture probabilities w(E,J) for CtoHI 4+ - C 7H 7+ + C 3H 7  0.1 1 10 100 1000 10000

(SACM/CT results treating the products as spherical tops (solid lines) (E.E0(J))lhc cm-'
or linear rotors (dashed lines); J = 0, 20, 40, 80, 140, 220 from left to
right, fi = 5.25 A-', CID = 40, see text). Figure 14. Same as Figure 13 (lines are for linear rotors with /=

5.25 A-', and points are for linear rotors with /3 = 3.68 A- 1, CID =
momentum; our CT calculations statistically sample L for a 40, see text).
given J value). Capture probabilities w(E,J) such as shown in

Figure 12 for the ClOH 14+ system markedly differ from those respectively. At a given energy, k(E) decreases with increasing

of the C6H 6+ system illustrated in Figure 5. As a consequence, strength of the anisotropy, represented by the ratio CID. The

the rigidity factors frigid(EJ) shown in Figure 13 also have a value of CID can easily be fitted.

different form. Figure 13 shows curves Offigid as a function of 4 M
E - E0(1) for various J values which are almost coincidental.
Figure 13 also includes an average rigidity factorfrigid(E) which The SACM/CT calculations from section 3 have shown that
would reproduce thermal capture rate constants from detailed E and J dependencies of experimental k(EJ) can be reproduced
SACM/CT calculations. These are not presented here. Finally, extremely well by our approach. However, the question arises
Figure 14 illustrates that the particular shape of frigid(E,J) is the how well the two fit parameters Eo(JO) and CID can be
same for models employing different Morse parameters P3 and separated, that is, whether the kinetic shift of the curves can be
different molecularities of the fragments (spherical tops in Figure uniquely identified such that Eo(J=O) can be deduced. In
13 and linear fragments in Figure 14). However, fitting the addition, it appears of importance to compare the present kinetic
different models to experimental data for k(E,J) results in shifts with results from calculations from other models. The
different anisotropy parameters, CID, such as illustrated in the answer to the first question obviously depends on the range of
following, available experimental data. Eo(J=O) and CID can be separated

After convolution of the transitional and conserved mode in a unique way only when enough curvature in the log k(E) vs
contributions, Wtoti(E,J) and k(EJ) are obtained. Having il- E plots has been observed. This seems to be the case for the
lustrated the J dependence for the C6H6+ system for which two systems considered in the present analysis. However,
measurements are available, we only show k(E,(J)) for the uncertainties in Eo(J=O) on the order of about ±0.05 eV seem
C10H14+ system where (J) corresponds to an average J value of to remain even when careful nonlinear least-squares fits to the
the experiments. In Figures 15 and 16, experimental k(E) values experiments are made.
from refis 11 and 12 are compared with model calculations The second question of how the chosen model effects the
assuming two linear fragments and two spherical top fragments, derived kinetic shifts can also well be answered for the two
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Figure 15. Specific rate constants k(E) for CjoH 14+ - C7H 7+ + C3H7  Figure 18. Specific rate constants k(E) for CloH]4'- C7H7' + C31-7
(dashed lines, SACM/CT calculations for linear rotors with CID = 20, from different models fitted to the experimental points of ref 11 (0)
40, 80 from top to bottom; full line, SACM/CT fit to the experiments and ref 12 (U) (dashed line, fixed-tight-activated complex RRKM theory
from refs 11 (0) and 12 (0) for (J) 87). ref 13 leading to Eo(J=0) = 1.57 eV; full line, SACM/CT modeling

from this work leading to Eo(J=0) = 1.78 eV; dotted line, PST with
0 , , Eo(J=0) = 1.78 eV).

1°1, Cl"H" ---+C7H7+ C3 H 7 -' •xr'•markedly above the threshold rate constant k(E=Eo) being
cID= 20 , - - -< 10-2 s-l, (ii) an RRKM modeling from ref 6based on Eo(J=0)

101 40"= 3.65 eV, (iii) a VTST model which used a simplified short-
80• "range/long-range switching model from ref 2 based on Eo(J=O)

lo,"= 3.88 eV, and (iv) the present SACM/CT model using Eo(J=0)
= 3.90 eV. While the curvatures of the plots are nearly the

/ SACM/CT fit to experiments same for the three models in the range of the experimental k(E)

t' (spherical top fragments) values, the fixed-tight-activated complex RRKM model always
'¼ 'produces a smaller curvature at smaller energies than that of

"101 ', the SACM/CT and VTST models. As a consequence, the RRKM
0 ,, fit leads to smaller values of the bond energies Eo(J=0). The

2.0 2.small difference between the present SACM/CT and the earlier
2.0 2.5 3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 VTST model2 could be either due to the different potential

E/eV models or due to some missing dynamical corrections in the
Figure 16. Same as Figure 15 but for spherical tops. VTST calculations. In any case, the VTST and SACM/CT are

very close to each other and differ considerably from fixed-
. .. ... . .... . ..... tight-activated complex RRKM calculations.

10. The fitting of modeled to experimental k(E) values leaves an
C6H6' CH ,+H estimated uncertainty of +-0.05 eV in the extrapolated Eo(J=O)

value of 3.90 eV. It appears of interest to compare the derived

lo' Eo(J=0) with thermochemical literature values. Combining the
dissociation energy 112.0 ± 0.6 kcal mol- I of neutral C 6H6
C6H 5 + H at 0 K from ref 24 with the ionization energies of

1.- 1 RRKM C61C-16 (9.24378 ± 0.00007 eV) and C61-5 (8.32 + 0.04 eV) from
(E= 3.65 v) . ref25, leads to Eo(J=0) = 3.93 ± 0.05 eV. This is in excellent

agreement with the present value obtained by matching SACM/
CT or VTST calculations to ihe experimental k(E) but not with

sAcM/cT (E, =3.90 eV) that obtained from RRKM modeling of k(L).

.1 VTST (E. = 3.88 ev) The differences in modeling kinetic shifts between fixed-tight-

-I . .. .. ....... .. activated complex RRKM and SACM/CT approaches is equally
3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0 pronounced in the CjoH 14 + system. Figure 18 compares the two

E/eV fits to the experiments. While both treatments very well
Figure 17. Specific rate constants k(E) for C6H6+ - C6H5s + H from reproduce the experimental k(E) values over the range of 105-
different models fitted to the experimental points of ref 2 (@) and ref 109 s-1, they markedly disagree at smaller k(E) values and in
8 (0) (dotted line, fixed-tight-activated complex; dashed line, VTST the extrapolated E0(J=0). While the RRKM fit of the experi-
modeling from ref 2 leading to Eo(J=0) = 3.88 eV; full line, SACMI mental k(E) from refs 11 and 12 by Muntean and Armentrout' 3

CT modeling from this work leading to Eo(J=O) = 3.90 eV, see text. gave Eo(J=0) = 1.57 +4 0.10 eV, being in essential agreement
systems because RRKM and VTST analyses of the measured with the RRKM fits from refs 11 and 12 giving 1.61 eV, our
k(E) values have been made previously and the RRKM analysis SACM/CT fit of the same k(E) led to E 0(J=0) = 1.78 ± 0.05
has been repeated here to check for consistency. Figure 17 shows eV. It should be noted that Muntean and Armentrout also
(i) the experimental k(E) values for the C 6H 6' system, which analyzed TCID experiments with competing reactions 2 and 2a
were measured between about 103 and 106 s-1 and which are or individual dissociation channels in the C1oH14+ dissociation.
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They derived Eo(J=0) = 1.70 ± 0.09 eV from the former and regard to the simplified approach is to determine the functional

1.87 ± 0.10 eV from the latter analysis. However, they used form of the rigidity factors figid(E,J) for the employed type of

tight optimized fixed transition state structures in combination anisotropy of the potential. We expect that if k(E) is measured

with RRKM theory. It could well be that an interpretation of over 3 or more orders of magnitude that this approach will be
TCID data with k(E) for reaction 2 from the present SACM/ very accurate.
CT modeling and k(E) from RRKM modeling for reaction 2a
such as performed in ref 13 would remove the differences 6. Conclusions
between the derived values. One should also note that the TCID The characterization of kinetic shifts of k(E) curves for larger
experiments corresponded to energies much closer to threshold species is an important element in the determination of bond
than the lifE) measurements. One may finally mention that dissociation energies, for example, for molecular ions in mass
E0(1=0) = 1.80 (±0.05) eV is the thermochemical value (see spectrometry. The present work has shown that the kinetic shifts
the discussion in ref 13) which again is in excellent agreement are model dependent. Fixed-tight-activated complex RRKM
with the present value of 1.78 (±0.05) eV. theory tends to produce larger kinetic shifts than VTST or

SACM/CT treatments in cases of potentials whose anisotropic
character changes between short-range valence and long-range

Figures 17 and 18 indicate that a fixed-tight-activated complex electrostatic contributions. We have shown that a fit of SACM/
RRKM treatment apparently overestimates the kinetic shifts of CT based calculations of specific rate constants k(E) to
the k(E) curves while SACM/CT or VTST approaches provide experimental values leads to bond energies Eo(J=O) which are
more realistic results. As the trajectory calculations on a model in excellent agreement with literature thermochemical values
potential of the SACM/CT treatment as well as the VTST for the C6H6+ and C10Hi4+ systems. Fixed-tight-activated
approach are both relatively time consuming and in the end complex RRKM theory on the other hand underestimates
require the fit of some potential parameter by comparison with Eo(J=0) by 0.2-0.3 eV for these systems. The present results
experimental data, one may ask whether the procedure can be are also in excellent agreement with a VTST calculation from
simplified. Figures 13 and 14 provide an answer. The dissocia- ref 2 even though different potentials were used.
tions of alkylbenzene cations will all be characterized by The results have important implications for the determination
potentials which are much more anisotropic at small interfrag- of bond strengths deduced by a variety of ion-molecule
ment distances r than at large values of r. As a consequence, techniques (see chapter 5 in ref 26). The present results show
the rigidity factorfigid will decrease with increasing energy, and that the extrapolation method clearly matters and that more
an average rigidity factor as a function of E - E0(J) of the sophisticated theories than RRKM theory should be used for
form maximum accuracy. With respect to the often used TCID

measurements which rely on RRKM calculations to determine

frigid(E,J) c, + (1 - c,) exp{-[E - E0(J)1/c 2} (14) the experimental kinetic shift, our analysis shows that the error
in the TCID-derived bond energy for the C 10 H 14+ system is not

will provide an adequate approximation. Figures 13 and 14 as large as the error in calculating threshold values from k(E)

demonstrate this behavior. Figure 13 includes an average rigidity data alone. However, it is expected that incorporating SACM/

factor which accurately reproduces the thermally averaged CT or VTST calculations into the analysis should improve the

capture rate constants determined by detailed SACM/CT analysis of those measurements as well.

calculations. Fitting the parameters cl and c, by comparison
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